[p 2]
John Michael Crapps his Account for 135 days duty as a private in Captain Drehr’s [Godfrey Drehr, Jr’s] Company from 18 June to 31 October pay Charged

Sterling £10.2.6

Deduct less, the pay being charged above the Allowance

Stg. £9.12.10 ¼

NB. This person has an Account in No. 44 for £11.4.3 ¼ Stg., Being for 157 days duty as private from the same date as above, Certified by Col. Thomson [William Thomson] & Capt. Drehr; & now by Capt. Drehr again “See what is said on back of ye Accot.”

Ex’d J. M’’. A. G. [Examined by John McCall, Adjutant General]

[Methodology: Spelling, punctuation and/or grammar have been corrected in some instances for ease of reading and to facilitate searches of the database. Where the meaning is not compromised by adhering to the spelling, punctuation or grammar, no change has been made. Corrections or additional notes have been inserted within brackets or footnotes. Blanks appearing in the transcripts reflect blanks in the original. A bracketed question mark indicates that the word or words preceding it represent(s) a guess by me. The word 'illegible' or 'indecipherable' appearing in brackets indicates that at the time I made the transcription, I was unable to decipher the word or phrase in question. Only materials pertinent to the military service of the veteran and to contemporary events have been transcribed. Affidavits that provide additional information on these events are included and genealogical information is abstracted, while standard, 'boilerplate' affidavits and attestations related solely to the application, and later nineteenth and twentieth century research requests for information have been omitted. I use speech recognition software to make all my transcriptions. Such software misinterprets my southern accent with unfortunate regularity and my poor proofreading skills fail to catch all misinterpretations. Also, dates or numbers which the software treats as numerals rather than words are not corrected: for example, the software transcribes "the eighth of June one thousand eighty six" as "the 8th of June 1786." Please call material errors or omissions to my attention.]

As the auditor sent No. 44 into the Treasury he will certify whether the duty charged in that number has been passed – ED

It has Rejected as having been passed in another Account No. 44

ED

[p 3]
State of South Carolina

To John Michael Craps [sic] Dr

To Duty in Captain Dreher’s Company from the 18th day of June until the last day of October both days Included 135 days [undeciphered text] the Pay being 10/[10 Shillings

The South Carolina Audited Accounts (AA) are now available online at http://www.archivesindex.sc.gov/. To find the AA for a specific person, click on the Just take me to the search page link, then enter the person’s surname first in the “Full name” box followed by a comma and the person’s Christian name. The “SC” file number shown on this transcript has been assigned by the administrator of this website for indexing purposes only and is not an officially recognized file number.
old South Carolina Currency] per day

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{less} \\
\text{Stg.}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\pounds 10.2.6 \\
\pounds 9.12.10
\end{array}
\]

South Carolina
[text too faint to discern] County

John Michael Crap [sic] maketh oath on the Holy Evangelists of Almighty God
that the above Account is just and true and [text too faint to discern] not received any satisfaction
for the same.
[Text too faint to discern] before me this day of May 1786

S/Johann Michael Crapps [in some foreign language]

I do Certify that the above account is just

S/Godfrey Drehr Juner

In No. 44, 157 days Militia duty from the same date as private amount \£11.4. [last digit illegible]
was certified by Colonel Thomson & Captain Drehr & now by Captain Drehr again
Received 23rd May 86

[p 4]
Gentlemen of the Treasury: Commissioners
Gentlemen. Be Pleased
[undeciphered word or words] the within Account was once Before Properly Attested Before
William Arthur Esquire and we do not Know whether it was Given in Your Office in
Charlestown and If in Case it Can not be found in Your Office aforesaid: I Beg you will be
pleased to grant me your Favor to Accept of this present Bill and grant me an Indent.

S/Johann Michael Krebss [?]